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Grigori Grabovoi - tips on how to use the numerical sequence of concentration number series - Focus on the numbers, just look at the sequence. If there are multiple sequences, focus on one at a time. - it is also good to memorize the sequence of numbers, so you can focus at any time. - or write it in a piece of paper several times, or you can write on the
body - you can also reciate the numbers or sing. Always number it by number. Example: 48154211 (four, eight, one, five, four, one, one, one) - imagine the numerical sequence of 3D and preferably pure, white silver. See the numbers in the room in front of you or just tell if you can't see: the numbers are in front of me in pure white silvery light. Make them
dance against you to feel happy because each number becomes absorbed by your entire body. You can also imagine the figures in the sphere / ball. Place the numbers in a transparent, clean, silvery sphere and send the sphere to the part of the body you want to heal. - Imagine the numerical sequence on your head and then down on you like the rain. - You
can write mentally on the cloud. This type of concentration is very good, because here you are focused on numericas sequence and remote areas of conscience at the same time. By focusing in remote areas of consciousness, the results can be achieved even faster. Focus, for example: On Cloud, Moon, Sun, Other Planets, Infinite... Also very good: - if you
write numbers on a sheet of paper, put on top a glass of water for a few minutes. You can also write on the bottle and then drink. - You can keep your numbers in your jacket pocket, your wallet, etc. Always pick up the numbers with you - write and stick the numbers around your home, office, car, use several pieces of paper - write the numbers on paper and
put them under the pillow or bed, allowing them to work during the night. - write the figures on a piece of paper together with a more positive formulation of their objectives. Take this paper always with you Note: 1 Look at the number sequence, pronounce each number mentally or aloud . Say the entire number serial number with the number 3-4 times the
minimum. Use your internal management to ask how long you should apply to it. Note: 2 If you use a sequence with imperfections, then do the above first and until the crack imagine yourself inside the silver/white sphere smiling, feel happy.... Observe your body has some sense, then continue to post the gap with the next number sequence as mentioned
above. Note: 3 if you want, you can write on the skin where it hurts Note: 4 Always visualize only the perfect result. Everything is the norm, as originally set by the Creator. See yourself looking for the perfect feel good. You're in harmony with the world Want More? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! mudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-
09Inclusion : 65Auvalka : Belgium mudra on December 21, 2018 4:29 pmGrigori Gabrovoi- The Xray manFrom a time foreign media sources publish information about mysterious people protecting Russian leaders from any unforeseen events, dangers and illnesses. It is possible that it is time for us to tell the world about a man who sees through government
planes, and if some defects are discovered, he is guaranteed the right to ban a flight; the extrasensor is assigned with the talent to diagnose the disease and cure people far off, find missing people, anticipate the fall and growth of exchange rates and many other things. The magician's name is Grigory Petrovich Grabovoi.Between Alpha and OmegaBy force
for understandable reasons his name is still unknown to most Russian, although specialists in the paranormal phenomenon of human psychology refer to him with great accolades, and the world stars extrasencorics have recognized him as one of their own. As Bulgarian fore-teller baba Vanga says, it's because he has tremendous strength and his unusual
abilities really range from alpha to omega. As much as we had to mention the first and last letter of the Greek alphabet, I will also mention the 23rd alphabet, i.e. the psi. It is an abbreviation used by para-psychologists of the planet to point out the topic of their specialty: spirit, spiritual world exists outside of time and space, and the soul unites the spirit and
physical body. Those who have a stronger spiritual impulse are assigned to create what we used to call miracles: cure, see the invisible, get in with extra sound speed obstacles and distances with their will and thought. Arrange the perception and impact of the extrasensoristors of this space. Some receive this quality with genes in their remote ancestors;
many bushmen from the Kalahari desert are telepaths because they have preserved relics of parts of the brain subcortex, responsible for intuitive links with nature because of human origin. Others get this gift resulting from the injury: Sai Baba, a great Indian magician, had discovered his ability to revive the dead after he had almost died himself in a bit with a
scorpion. Let's remember the Apostle Paul, who is still in Sail, on his way to Damascus had got blind and then he was gifted with sacred power. But we are left to guess where Grigory Grabovoi is rooted. As far as I know, his relative was not a seer; fate had kept him away from any shock. read more: C3%AF-en-anglais/ Love AlwaysmudraLast edited by
mudra on Fri May 31, 2019 4:01 am; edited 1 time totalmudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Auvalka : Belgium mudra on Wed Jan 23, 2019 12:32 pmInflects reality through the Spirit, mind and Grigori GrabovoiSVET-CenterAlekand teetz (Translation) teaching natureLife is light, thoughts are mild, even God is lightweight! (G. Grabovoi) (G.
Grabovoi) The main value of Grigori Grabovoi's teaching is that it allows mankind to save and to free itself from the biggest mistake: the myth of the existence of objective physical reality, which is independent of consciousness. Because only consciousness creates the world! Everything that exists all around: earth, sun, stars, space, the whole world.
Everything is based on the structure of consciousness, which includes the creator's consciousness. Therefore, if we know what the spirit is, what consciousness is, we can revive people, we can create space, we can create a world, we can do every act of invention [4, S. 99]. A member of the Academy of Human Consciousness, Grabovoi is considered one
element of the world in which all elements cooperate. Thus, the change in human consciousness with it pulls all the other elements that have a decisive influence on the world around them: the collective consciousness of all objects and, in particular, the information object of humans, as well as the collective consciousness. If someone places knowledge of
the world's salvation and harmonious development (with the universe), the immortality of the physical body, and about the happy life on Earth in the collective consciousness of human beings, the world will evolve accordingly. You can change any incident into a favorable incident using goal-driven learning to change thoughts. A goal-oriented, structured
consciousness can change our thinking. This is precisely the basis for my teachings on saving and harmonious development. These trainings have been officially certified in the relevant documents of UNESCO. Many years of practice have confirmed my training in all situations! [4, S. 313). The most important preference for grabovoi teachings is their real
practice in life. Grigori Grabovoi not only developed, but also tested several important practical tasks many times, and actually realized, for example, a cure for AIDS and cancer in 4th grade. He also managed to revive the died people, including the realization of the diagnosis involved in the process - such as appearances and objects of varying degrees of
complexity - constantly observing the most important principle of indestructibility of the object, as well as its appearance in the universe. In his teachings, Grigori Grabovoi uses such important categories as the Creator (God), Love, Consciousness, Soul and Spirit. All theoretical situations, methods, and technologies that arise from the interaction of the monks
with God are based on it in the course of the solution to the tasks of salvation: the universe is a divine foundation. Based on the analysis of From the works of Grigori Grabovois, I came to the conclusion that his main idea of learning about salvation and harmonious development consists of the following: Rescuing civilisation from potential global disasters -
and the harmonious development of this civilization in the continuity of the infinite space of time can only be realized with the increasing level of human collective consciousness living on Earth. There is no alternative to space. The quest to protect the world from a global catastrophe will allow everyone to decide on his overall tasks, as well as his individual,
take the right action to the general rescuemankind.read on: Love AlwaysmudramudraPosts: 20935Join date: 2010-04-09Location : 65 : Belgium on 09 Mar 2019 5:29 amGrīžutovoi training in Canada and USA AlwaysdramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Re thesis : 65Releader : Belgium mudra on Sat Apr 20, 2019 4:07 PMUSA CLASS Russian
Creator Knowledge1473030164 is consciousness? How does Our Soul work? How do I control? What is number sequence healing? How can I get into my heart? Marion Mace and Brian Power interactive webinar discuss this and more. Love AlwaysmudramudraPosts : 20935Join date: 2010-04-09A : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Sat Apr 20, 2019 5:22
pmYresi internal world controls your outer world. When you master what is visible in your inner world/imagination, then you match the negative information that affects your reality. Changing the information in your hologram using number codes and geometric shapes, your reality control principles. www.eequalsvs.com.au BASIC TECHNIQUES OF GRIGORI
GRABOVOI AlwaysmudramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Location : belgium  mudra on Wed Apr 24, 2019 1:51 pmE= VS GRIGORI GRABOVOI LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AlwaysmudramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Location : belgium  mudra on Wed Apr 24, 2019 1:57 pmmudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-
04-09Age : 65Location : belgium  mudra on Thu Apr 25, 2019 2:40 pmJULY MASTER CLASS FOR AUSTRALIA, UK, EUROPE &amp; SINGAPORE 12 07 2015 CLASS - The Principles of Controlling Reality, Grigori Grabovoi News, Why we don't Heal You, Spotlight feature on Susan Walling.Love AlwaysmudramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age
: 65Location : belgium  mudra on Tue Apr 30, 2019 5:19 pmEUROPE MASTER CLASS Russian Creator Knowledge development understanding the RCK the Teachings of Grigori Brian talks about his recovery from Stage 4 cancer using technology. Love AlwaysmudraSaniclePosts : 2214Join date: 2011-02-28Location : Melbourne, Australia Sanicle on Wed
May 01, 2019 11:44 amIt's really interesting stuff Mudra. It almost seems too easy, and yet it is obviously generating results. Whether you're using it personally and healing I'll be starting tomorrow for sure. Thank you!! mudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Au : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Wed May 01, 2019 2:20 pm Sanicle wrote: This is really
interesting stuff Mudra.  It almost seems too easy, and yet it is obviously generating results.  Whether you're using it personally and healing I'll be starting tomorrow for sure.  Thank you!!   I've been more in the process of researching this since Sanicle 2019.Been gathering some materials for doing exercises as they come to me and so on. Followed by some
seminars here in Belgium with doctor Konev and more to come. Whenever I have a chance I just have my heart and soul in the quantum field. Grigori Gabrovoy's work is huge, extensive, something complicated and quite amazing. It fits well into my personal research. It's not just about numbers, but it's about the area of Consciousness, Divine, Heart, Body
and how you can pilot reality in a harmonious way for yourself and everyone. I couldn't find much material in English to share here, but these people from NZ are doing a great job, making it simple and understandable it seems. Glad you'll find this interesting Lot of Love on YoumudraSaniclePosts : 2214Join date: 2011-02-28Location : Melbourne, Australia
Sanicle on Thu May 02, 2019 7:09 amY, thanks for including the .au website for this thread. Very useful because, as you say, there are obvious heaps to learn from this gentleman. And yet being given the number series they use as well as visualizing exercises makes the practice pretty simple initially, especially when there's evidence they work so well. Let
us hope that they do both from us and from the planet as a whole. Lots of love to you too my friend. mudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Aar : 65 Location : Belgium mudra wrote Thursday 02 May 2019 1:15. You can download Grigori Gabrovoi instructions on how to work with the numbers in this link scribd. You get a free 30-day trial of Scribd, which is
worth using. As you can see on this site on the top and bottom of that page, there are additional materials on Gabrovoy that you'll be able to download as well. Since the trial is free for 30 days to download as much as you like, and enjoy the :) Love of me mudramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Trad : Belgium mudra Wrote On Thu 02 May
2019 pmHealth restoration with number codesIn theCities is a mental and energetic vibration structure, with its effectiveness; regardless of which language is spoken about the number. Such a vibration structure shall be behind each word and every sound. The same applies to number sequences, because each number vibrates at a specific frequency.
Number sequences have their own correlation vibration structures. Your areas of consciousness are associated with numbers. Focusing on numbers will activate vibrations in these areas. Grigori Grabovoi has published two important books on the subject: Health Restoration, focusing on numbers and methods of concentration on a daily basis. Accordingly,
the number is a solid method of control. The numbers are also related to control, with a mental level. Focusing on numbers helps to develop spirit and consciousness. Number codes help to structure our consciousness. It is a medium to control our health and events. While focusing on numbers, you need to be aware of your body, feeling and seeing it
perfectly healthy. It is important to quickly recover the norm. Be open to this creative process. The goal is always NORM. The method of curing any disease using number codes is as simple as it is effective. In Grabovoi's first book he names thousands of diseases and assigns each number to the code. These codes may consist of five, seven, eight or nine
digits. Ten, eleven or twelve digits exist to control events. While you focus on a particular code, you heal yourself for this disease. Of course, the question arises: Why is the method as simple as it is effective? Each disease is a deviation from NORM. The deviation can be expressed in different cells, in whole cell associations, such as organs, or in the
functions of the whole organism. A cure for the disease only means going back to NORM. The codes ensure this return. As long as you focus on them, you are getting a tailored state that is NORM. The result is a cure for the disease. To better understand the healing process here, read something about the vibration system and the Pulse of the Universe:
Each of us can hear our own heartbeat, and feel our pulse. In our body, each cell has its own rhythm. There is also a rhythm of organs and their relationship between them. Our lives are a rhythm. Planets revolve into periodic orbits around the sun. For the earth, this means a constant change in seasons, spring, summer, autumn and winter, high and low tide,
dry and rainy seasons. The earth rotates on its axis, and we experience it as day and night. At the level of the micro cosmos the same thing happens: Electrons rotate in certain orbits and rhythmic movements around the atomic nucleus. We can compare our body with an orchestra in which musicians play a harmonious piece music when playing notes. The
piece of music played by the orchestra sounds different when playing individual musicians playing their respective instruments. In this case, the sound effects of the individual depend on the melody played and the sound of the instrument. This can cause very different emotions for the listener. If one musician orchestra plays the wrong note, then he interferes
with the harmony of the entire orchestra. The same thing happens in our body. The rhythm of each cell interferes with or matches the whole organism. Therefore, the sound in our body must always be harmonious. If the body cell differs from NORM, it means the emergence of dysharmony in general – as a result of the disease. We are the conductor of this
orchestra, which can restore harmony in the body. We can also observe a rhythm where it cannot be determined at first glance. Let's look at the rainbows. We see beautiful bright colors. What are these colors from a scientific point of view? Our color perception is based on the effects of electromagnetic waves with different frequencies. For example, the
purple frequency of the color doubles the red frequency. Depending on our color perception, we find different frequencies, vibrations. Each color is assigned to a specific frequency. All images like television are just a mixture of three colors, red, green and blue. The optimal image is created for us when each of the three colors appears in the right proportions
and in the right brightness. Each new color of the spectrum therefore promotes its own effect. The same can be said for number codes. Each number has a special frequency and each number code has a special frequency sequence considered to be vibrations. Regardless of their vibration, each figure contains code, the main information, meaning the
mental state of the process:0: Transition, passage of the field in which something changes its quality, zero space, transfer of all things in the direction of the Creator, to the infinite.1: the beginning of the action, the novelty, the first reason (creation, imagination).2: the action itself. It polarizes. To ensure that action takes place, we need two.3: result, conclusion,
fulfillment, improvement, first materialization.4 : Interaction, feedback to the outside world, outer reality.5: Animation, feedback to the inner world, internal reality, cell level.6: Base, platform, forestairs on which man/subject is based, it is a connection to physical time, communication with the Earth, optical information system.7 : Freedom, choice, love, power of
love, platform for soul development and fulfillment.8: Potential, time, spatio-time structure, space/time opening, infinity.9: Creator, all. This includes all the previous element.31 DAYS CONCENTRATION METHOD THESE EXERCISES ON A DAILY BASIS WILL DEVELOP YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS; THEY WILL HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE
DIRECTION OF EVENTS IN YOUR LIFE; THEY WILL HELP YOU ACHIEVE PERFECT HEALTH AND BE IN TUNE WITH THE PULSE OF THE UNIVERSE. I suggest you find time in your daily schedule to get the techniques and do the exercises offered below. Three exercises are proposed on a daily basis. These exercises will teach you how to control
events in your life using different concentration methods. Remember that all exercises are creative in nature. They will help you in your future personal growth and development. With the help of these exercises you will mentally grow, and this will help you to perform them at a higher level in the future, guaranteeing your future development ad infinitum. Pretty
soon you will notice that your life has started to change for the better. To be more precise, however, you yourself have begun to improve it, that you have begun to control your life. Grigori Grabovoi (Personnal note: these exercices are a daily routine to do according to every day of the month. So if you decide to start them it's 7 months, then go straight to
exercice 7 and at the end of the month. If the month ends on 30 than skip exercice 31 and go straight back to exercice 1.) Day 1 of the month: Always start concentrations with mental exhaustion: Salvation and harmonious development and prevention against potential global disasters. Eternal life for all. Pronounce number sequences 889491 and 91688 to
prevent any resistance. My personal goal is my____________________/finance/knowledge, etc.... (Note: you can change your goal with the next task)    1. On the first day of the month, focus on your right foot. You can do this task several times during the day. This focus connects you to the base of the support point of the external world. Press mentally
against the ground with your feet and feet. In your consciousness the earth supports and brings you. The art of manifesting in this system to restore health and harmony in your life is based on the fact that this main point is at the same time a place of creative activity. Because there's creation going on here. This emphasis can immediately serve to develop
your consciousness. You realize that the question contained in your own body comes from the same principle from which everything on earth, such as the plant world, grows and develops. You can use the same principle to create whatever reality your desire. Understanding forms the basis of this concentration. However , it is not absolutely necessary to think
aspects. You can simply focus on the right foot and at the same time incorporate into your mind the result that you need. The principles of expression that he just mentioned will be automatically involved and the desired result will also come to you in a harmonious way, because this method of creating reality requires that.    2. Number series to align your inner
world: 1845421 Focus on the sequence of seven-number series, you can imagine the numbers on some surface of the cube, and you can move these numbers according to your feelings to succeed and achieve maximum efficiency.    Number sequence for matching the outer world: 845132489 Focus on the sequence of nine series of numbers, you can
imagine that you and your target for concentration are in the center of the sphere, and the numbers are written on the inner surface of the sphere. Find the most enlightened digit and after getting thoughts on it, connect this digit in the inner sphere.    Read and follow these instructions: 3. Focus on the world. To all the objects in the world, and consider that
every object in the world is a pan for your personality. After that, you will feel that the breath of the wind from each object whispers you a solution. And when you have felt that every object is part of your consciousness, you will feel the harmony given to us in the established world.    Some notes: See yourself with the desired result as already achieved.    Take
your concentration only when you are c and relaxed.    Take the concentration in the morning after waking up.    Start the day with a positive and harmonious state of mind.    Complete your concentration thanks to the Creator and Grigori Grabovoi for the concentration of given knowledge at the end.    Explore and enjoy each day using these exercises, be
creative. Try different methods.    Let yourself play. Trust the feelings or images you see in your consciousness.    You are here to live a joyful, healthy, harmonious and eternal life, full of energy.    You are born in the image and likeness of the Creator, so act as a creator. See Concentration exercices from day 2 to 31 here: And some more of these beautifull
illustrations here: 20exercises Love AlwaysmudraLast edited by mudra on Thu 02, 2019 2:40 pm; edited 1 time totalmudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Thu 02, 2019 2:08 pmGabrovoi Facebook Group - EnglishGRABOVOI.WEBINARGrabovoi Gregory Codes: Applications and Testimonies GrabovoiGRIGORIČUČUsi
Educational Numbers FORUMGabrovoi Facebook groups - FrenchGrabovoî Entraide Série Numérique Santé Amour Réussite Éternité 8888 Les technologies de Grigori GrabovoiGrigori Grabichi, Francophone, Québec.Gregori Grabovoi francophoneLes technology de Grigori GrabovoiSéries Numériques, résurrection, de Grigori Petrovich Grabovoï
FrancophoneMaître de notre vie ! Méthode GRABOVOI (technology, informations sur le PRK-1U) Enseignement de Grigori Grabovoi: Séminaires et livresPropagation de l'Onde Éternelle . Grigori GrabovoïGrigorii Grabovoi grabovoi paris/idfles technologies de grigori grabovoi ∞ the technologies of grigori grabovoi Expansion de la conscience : Exercices de
G. Grabovoi.grigori grabovoi schweiz - svizzera suisse &amp; deutschsprachiges europaGabrovoï facebook groups – Spanish and othersNumere Grabovoi - Grabovoi codes GRABOVOI A CURA PARA TUDONumeros grabovoi argentina (Argentine) Numeros que sanan grabovoi colombia (Colombia)La ruta hacia la norma_los numeros de grabigovo grabori
graboriovoi : cura pelos numeros healing / by the numbers de GrabovoiMétodo GrabovoiNumere grabovoiCura Pelos Números - Grigori Grabovoisn de grigori grabovoi para estudo (14111963 Grigorii Grabovoi)Love AlwaysmudraSaniclePosts : 2214Join date : 2011-02-28Location : Melbourne, Australia Sanicle on Fri May 03, 2019 12:18 amThank you so
much for going to all that trouble posting all of the above information Mudra. I'm posting to say that I believe I've had success using this method already! I checked out the .au site last night and found a number of codes for health problems and decided to try one head and neck tension as I'm going to chiro neck pain, which she says is osteoarthritis, for a few
months now. She has helped a little, but the pain is still niggling and she concluded it will probably stay that way because of osteoarthritis. So, last night when I went to bed I used to visualize the silver white sphere technique number 8421432 from the list for a while, and I've woken up today without pain in my neck! It actually feels longer and more flexible
than it has been for years. Which is amazing to me! So thanks again for posting this info here my friend. I sincerely hope everyone here checks this info because it's pretty mindblowing in the best possible way. Here's a link to a list of health problems eequalsvs instead of anyone else who would like to try it (according to their instructions, of course). have
some more on this list that I'm going to use as well – eye sight, smoking, etc. So, again, thank you my friend. Your instructions become our instructions simply because you are so generous in providing and all of us. And I know I'm not the only one here who appreciates it wholeheartedly. mudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Au : 65Atlou : Belgium
mudra on Friday May 03, 2019 6:52 am Sanicle wrote: Thank you so much for going all that trouble posting all the above information in Mudra.   I'm posting to say that I believe I've had success using this method already! I checked out the .au site last night and found a number of codes for health problems and decided to try one head and neck tension as I'm
going to chiro neck pain, which she says is osteoarthritis, for a few months now.  She has helped a little, but the pain is still niggling and she concluded it will probably stay that way because of osteoarthritis.  So, last night when I went to bed I used to visualize the silver white sphere technique number 8421432 from the list for a while, and I've woken up today
without pain in my neck!  It actually feels longer and more flexible than it has been for years.  Which is amazing to me!             So thanks again for posting this info here my friend. I sincerely hope everyone here checks this info because it's pretty mindblowing in the best possible way. Here's a link to a list of health problems eequalsvs instead of anyone else
who would like to try it (according to their instructions, of course).   have some more on this list that I'm going to use as well – eye sight, smoking, etc. So, again, thank you my friend.  Your instructions become our guides just because you are so generous in giving and loving the people of us all.  And I know I'm not the only one here who appreciates it
wholeheartedly.       Awesome Sanicle I'm so glad it helped you help yourself As you explore this quantum field more and the more you find it's interactive. It transforms how you walk along the way you play with it. It is fascinating and full of joy. It raises the heart and soul. Have fun touching reality and restoring things to the norm Lots of love for
YoumudramudraPosts : 20935Join date: 2010-04-09Age : 65Traction location: Belgium mudra on Fri May 03, 2019 6:55 amConcentration exercise on the 3rd day of the month1. For 3 days focus on the plant of your choice. The plant can be physical - just as it is in the outer world. In this case, during the concentration period you can look at the plant. Or you
can imagine the plant mentally and then focus on the shape of a visualized plant. The mirroring method shall be used at this concentration. Its meaning is that while you focus on the chosen plant, you can imagine how your desired result is formed in the light reflected back from the factory. Better said, you see it actually in front of you; you 're really going to
build it an event that is constructed with the help of this task becomes harmonious. The fact that the plant already exists harmoniously in the world is also useful for this process.2. Focus on the sequence of seven numbers:5142587Third focus on sequence nine numbers:4219543213. Look at the reality around you and you will see that there are many worlds.
Choose the world you need. Step into this world and expand it. Look at this world with the eyes of an observer. Come close to it, put your hands on it, and feel the warmth it will leave. Bring this world close to yourself and look at its Creator. Listen to what he tells you and what tips he has for you. You can compare your knowledge with your knowledge and so
gain entry is not that realm after time and space. 20exercises Love AlwaysmudramudraPosts: 20935Join date: 2010-04-09Age : 65Location : Belgium mudra on May 03, 2019 11:20 amSome Gabrovoi numbersAttachmentsedoc.pub_grabovoi-numbers.pdf You do not have permission to download attachments. (113 Kb) Downloads 0 timesmudraPosts :
20935Join date : 2010/04/09W : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Fri May 03, 2019 11:45 amArcady Petrov Taking into account eternity part1 of 6 Note: Arcady Petrov is another of these young Russian knowledge healers, taking into account Grigori Gabrovoï's methods AlwaysmudraLast, edited by mudrad May 08, 7:24 am; edited 1 time totalmudraPosts :
20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Sun May 05, 2019 3:20 PMAyle difference between Grigori Grabovoi's teachings and other spiritual theories AlwaysmudramudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Auve : 65S location : Belgium mudra on Sun May 05, 2019 3:38 pmI reading this book which is amazing. book pdf can be found
here: These entries below apply only to the introduction of the book. Next he goes on to describing the actual cases and how it works. Although it is mind blowing and may seem so far fetchedat at the same time to me it all makes a lot of sense and contributes significantly to put the puzzle of the spirit world and the expressions of the world back together. Star
high target of mine. As I mentioned before gabrovoï topic, it is wide, and I still feel like steps with it. Looking forward to the day when I have a world view of it all and am learning it. Note: All Gabrovoi certificates are described in the first 4 minutes of Part 1. There are so many !   The Resurrection of The People and eternal life from now on Is recording our
reality 1 resurrection and eternal life from now on is our reality. Recording 2 AlwaysmudraLast edited by mudra on Sat Jun 08, 2019 5:33 am; edited 5 times totalmudraPosts : 20935Join date : 2010-04-09Age : 65Aloks : Belgium mudra on Wed May 08, 2019 7:54 amArcady Petrov: Creating a Universe trilogy Whatever we could do and where we could go,
we move towards one goal – to our inner self, remember ourselves. People who have lost the memory of their past and their future are similar to children who are ready, day after day, never exhausting from it, to ride on their favorite carousel. Something always changes around us – one day the sun is out, the next rains, the leaves appear on the trees and
then fall off, first one set of people comes together to see how these carefree folks who behave like children whirl on the carousel, and then others come to watch. We turn around in a closed circle, squealing with joy at speed, forgetting that at some point we were truly able to fly and that our exaggerated excitement is nothing but a vague memory of who we
once was. Comments left on Amazon on this book are worth a look at: Love AlwaysmudraPosts: 20935Join date: 2010-04-09Ausa : 65: 65Trad : Belgium mudra on Friday May 31, 2019 4:03 AMBASIC methods GORGRII GRABOVOI inner world controls its outer world. When you master what is visible in your inner world/imagination, then you match the
negative information that affects your reality. Changing the details of your hologram using number codes and geometric shapes controls your Reality.Love Alwaysmudra Alwaysmudra
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